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Scuttlebutt from the president :
Hello all! Since nobody
can cut the grass with all
this rain, I hope you have
been able to get some
quality workbench time
in!
This month's
meeting is going to be
fun--remember, it is
"Bring your favorite tool"
night. It can be something you bought, something you made, or
something that is designed for a nonmodeling task that you
have adapted! Bring it
to the meeting and tell
us where you got it (or
how you made it) and
what you use it for. If
you are having trouble
deciding what to bring,
feel free to bring a couple!

For next month's
meeting (June,) we will
have a website round-up as
our "demo." Come and
share your favorite websites
for building or research and
any tips or techniques you
have discovered to use the
"world wide web" to make
your models better!
There are a few
nearby contests in June (KC
Slammers in early June, and
IPMS-MOSS later in the
month.) Ours will be here
before you know it--keep
bringing in ideas on how to
make the contest better.
Don't forget--our "special
theme this year is "1940."
As a reminder--our
club contest ("Build on (or
with) a Ruined Plaque") will
come to a close in June (this
is one month later than
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originally planned.)
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Last meeting recap:
Secretary’S report:
Great meeting last month,
with a large number of
models on the table. We
had seven versions of the
KI-84 Kate to be discussed, and it is fascinating
to see the differences on
where this kit is going.
We also had a 1:144 scale
model of the Space Shuttle
and launch tower from
Larry Todd, a trench diorama and then a figure
modifying demo by Mark
Gerges, and some aircraft
from Joseph Henchir and
his dad. Ron Denning, who
started with the same KI84 Kate as us, has gone off
on a Alice in the rabbit

hole trip, with his Kate
now having a mother ship
powered by two nuclear
reactors in a kit bashed B2-B-52 aircraft. It is difficult to explain, and the
photos barely do it credit.
treaSurer’S report: Treasury has

$1797 after the 2015 dues
were deposited in January.

The Skoda gun below
is so big that it didn’t fit on
the Works in Progress
page, so turn to page 3 to
read more about this gun.
Thoughts taken out
of context:
“Any ideas for embarrassing,
false sayings attributed to a
club member, please email
the webmaster. Your
identity will be kept secret.”

Anonymous newsletter
editor, desperate for
content.

Club Build Corner:
Last month's step was to attach
the wings and elevators to your Ki
-84. Many folks in the group went
on ahead to painting (and farther!)
which is this month's step. It will
be interesting to see the different
approaches to painting our aircraft. I hope you have your paint
like you want it, because the next
step is everyone's favorite-decaling!!! After June, the final
step will be to add on all of the
stuff you have left off so far
(landing gear, fuel tanks, etc.)
This month, come prepared to
show off your paint scheme, and
ready to talk about how you plan
to tackle the decals on your Frank!

What do you think of the updated
newsletter format? Have any ideas
for new features, or have something
to contribute? Send it to me.:
mgerges@kc.rr.com
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Works in Progress
Ed Burgess seems to have
knack of finding unusual and
unique projects to work on.
Last month he started (we
had too little space to share
this) a road grader, not
something that you see many
of at contests. The kit is
from Plusmodel in the Czech
Republic, and is mostly resin.
The original is The Caterpillar No. 12 road grader was
first sold in 1938, and is still
in production today. The
No. 12 Motor Grader is currently being produced at the
North Little Rock Facility,
Caterpillar Brasil Ltd. and
Caterpillar Suzhou Company
Ltd. Six-cylinder diesel engine, Weighing in at 20,360
pounds, the No. 12 featured
a 12-foot blade, had six forward speeds and two reverse
speeds. In the last 75 years
there have been a few upgrades but it is still the
No.12.
The model has “a whole lot
of small pieces” but with
good detail but unfortunately
randomly placed on the
sprues so finding the right
one takes some time.

Odessa and Crimea. They
would throw a thousandpound shell about four miles.
Pretty simple kit,
representing the WWII configuration. They were originally on wheels, transported
in three trucks, which would
have made a much more
interesting kit, but this shows
a semi-permanent platform
emplacement which probably
enhanced accuracy.
The rifling isn't very
impressive, so probably will
fix up a tompion for the barrel.
Darrel Combs sends along
three images of Civil War
figures he is sculpting and
putting into a diorama. Entitled “Pennsylvania Bucktails
under fire at Jerico Mills, VA”
during the Overland Campaign of 1864. It depicts the
13th PA Reserves who wore
a bucktail in their hat. These
are Darrel’s original sculptures with some Michael
Roberts parts, in 100mm.

The other item Ed is
building is a Skoda siege
howitzer. Skoda, a Czech
armaments company, produced 51 of these monsters
before and during
WWI. Not all survived, but
the Germans scarfed up the
survivors and used them in
various sieges, including

Request for Help
Reminder from Tim Fincham:
Anyone with old built models, unbuilt model kits, acrylic paint, or tools they would like to donate
to the School of New Beginnings in Lansing it would be most appreciated. The kids have had a lot, lot of
fun. Also, if you would like to volunteer, Tim will send you the forms to fill out and take to the school
board office.

More thoughts taken
out of context:

“Let me see if I
can go and
whip these ring
knockers into
shape.”
Overheard at the a
recent meeting
from a traveling
educator.
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State of the Hobby:
I’ve often wondered exactly what the
molds looked like for kits. It seemed like it
must be a classified, industrial secret for the
process, since it is so rarely seen. This article answers some of those questions, as the
author tours Revell and discusses how a kit
goes from CAD drawings to injection
molded. The article is also pretty positive on
the future of the hobby, and how many parents and even kids are trying to encourage
the use of hand made projects and not just
playing on a computer. Click on the link to
go to the article: http://craftsmanship.net/
parts-recreation/

Wasting time on the web
Figure sculpting:
During last month’s demo on figure
modifying, Darrell Combs recommended Bill Horan’s videos on his
techniques. Bill Horan has a 30 min
video on You Tube discussing how
to model a figure. It is fascinating to
watch his techniques and tools he
uses (hint: he makes his own sculpting tools from a toothpick covered
in superglue, and throws away the
expensive tools he’s been given). It
is fascinating and motivating to watch
a master in operation. Click on the
link to go to the videos, there are
five altogether to make up this one
session: Bill Horan sculpting demo.

Post War Berlin in Color
On YouTube, you can find a
fascinating look at post war Berlin.
The movies were taken in July 1945,
and show Berlin residents starting to

rebuild after the war as well as the various occupation forces. Best of all, the
movies are in color, and give you an
insight into paint and colors if you are
ever going to do a ruined city scape.
Click here to go the seven minute video:
Berlin in color, July 1945. A longer, 30
min video with audio is available at Berlin and Potsdam, 1945. This contains
most of the images of
the seven minute video.
You have to love the
large poster of Stalin
that welcomes visitors
to the Soviet sector
near the Brandenburg
Gate.
The images of
German woman forming
bucket brigades to remove rubble is fascinating. On a historical

footnote, the highest hill in Berlin
called the Teufelsberg, or Devil’s
Mountain, and is man-made from the
rubble deposited there from the
western occupation sectors. It was
the location of the Field Station Berlin, the NATO listening post.
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Club Demo Schedule
Ok, we actually have no one signed up at this
time— please volunteer. We particularly need
one of canopy masking and metallic finishes on
aircraft.

19 Sept: Annual Club Show and Contest—all
hands!
21 October:

20 May: Bring you favorite gadget!

18 November: Nominations of officers

17 June: Website Roundup

16 December: Election of officers

15 July:
19 August: Club party at VPs house. No demo.
16 September: Judging Clinic

IPMS Prison City Modelers
Meetings:
third Wednesday of the month
at the Leavenworth Public Library
417 Spruce Street, Leavenworth

W E’ RE ON THE WEB—
HTTP: / /
LEAVENWORTHMODELERSCLUB . ORG/

Upcoming events:
13-14 June 2015: 24th ANNUAL HEARTLAND MODEL CAR NATIONALS , http://
www.kcslammers.com/ —note, currently their website is under construction. More
info will be posted when available.
20 June 2015: MOSS CON 2015, 5th Annual Scale Plastic Model Show and Competition in
Branson, MO, 2255 Gretna Road, Branson, MO 65616. http://www.ipmsmoss.com/
Nate Jones, ipmsmoss@hotmail.com. Special Theme: The year 1945.
12 September 2015: Region 5 Convention and Contest Holiday Inn– Route 66, 10709
Watson Road, St Louis, IPMS-Gateway, http://www.ipms-gateway.com/2015-Region5/
IPMS-region5-2015contest.html, Doug Barton, peddocdoug@gmail.com, (314) 6102429. Theme: Remembering 1975.

Need a club polo shirt or hat?
contact the secretary to order.

19 September 2015: 8th Annual LEAVENWORTH MODEL SHOW, http://
leavenworthmodelersclub.org/contest/ 109 Delaware Street, Leavenworth, KS. Mark
Gerges, mgerges@kc.rr.com. (913) 680-0066. Special theme: The year1940– Fall of
France and the Battle of Britain,

Want to carpool to one of
these shows? Bring it up at the
meeting, or send a group message.

10 October 2015: Chisholm Trail Scale Con 2015. Midway Baptist Church, 5135 S Broadway, Wichita, KS. No website listed, IPMS Chisolm Trail Scale Modelers, Jeff Cadenhead, chevymontecarlo18@yahoo.com, (316)522-5328
14 November 2015: TigerCon 2015. Hickman High School, 1104 N Providence Road, Columbia, Mo. http://www.cmsm-ipms.org/tigercon, Central Missouri Scale Modelers, TigerCon Coordinator, centralmissouriscalemodelers@gmail.com

What do you think of the updated newsletter format? Have
any ideas for new features, or
have something to contribute?
Send it to me.:
mgerges@kc.rr.com

